
the fabric of  (glittery) fab! 
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

WHETHER YOu CuT THEM, SEW THEM OR gLuE THEM, OuR HANdY FABRIC SquARES (OH YES, THEY’RE gLITTEREd!) ARE dESIgNEd FOR EVERYdAY CRAFTERS WHO dON’T WANT EVERYdAY PROjECTS.  



tray day  
Slap some slither on a bare  
wood tray, and you have diva-worthy  
decor! Start with a simple paint job—we did  
two coats of green acrylic. When the color is dry,  
adhere snakeskin fabric and a trio of ready-to-go rosettes  
(available in the Scrapbooking Department). 

» initially yours Glitter makes any 
letter better. Trace the initial of your choice onto glitter 
fabric. Then, cut it out and border it with rhinestone trim  
(available in the Fabric Department). Now, mount on fabric 
or scrapbook paper and slide it into a frame. Tip: We made 
the bow embellishment. It’s basic ribbon topped with strips of 
glitter fabric and a bit of rhinestone trim.



princess practice You know how to 
do a dress up day right—with accessories made from glitter 
fabric! Just cut out simple shapes, and embellish with  
gemstones. Crown: Attach back strap with hand-glittered 
brads. Necklace: Punch a hole at each end, and knot on two 
ribbons for a closure. Wand: Coat a dowel rod with loose 
glitter, and sandwich between layered cutouts.

bottom line She’s cute 
coming and going, thanks to our yummy 
appliqué. For this look, apply fusible 
web to glitter fabric, according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Then cut 
out your shapes and iron into place. For 
a finished look, pin tear-away stabilizer 
to the wrong side of the diaper cover 
and zigzag stitch to the edges of the 
design. Tip: The hand-stitched beads 
were our very last step. 



playing tag
These pretty die cut tags (they came with the  
jute ties) were begging for embellishment! We  
went with sparkly hearts, cut from sheets of our handy  
glitter paper, and velvet ribbon. Tip: You’ll find the  
ready-to-decorate tags in the Scrapbooking Department.

it’s a gift Don’t bestow a basic box. Make your 
presents known with glitter! Cut a series of simple shapes 
from glitter fabric—use stencils if you want perfection—and 
adhere as desired. We suggest layering your handiwork with 
assorted ribbons. 

hanging out Try turning strips of glitter 
fabric into shiny rosette embellishments. Just work each 
strip into a spiral, gathering the fabric with your fingers 
and gluing (or stitching) as you go. The finished doodads 
are great on gifts, wearables or one-of-a-kind wreaths. 



«

«
« carry the day 

Make this grab-and-go clutch 
from a single sheet of glitter 
fabric. Just cut the fabric to 
the desired shape and size. 
Then fold and stitch—we did 
a blanket stitch around all the 
raw edges. Cut a slit in the flap 
to accommodate the button, 
stitch on said button, and 
you’re done!

« go for gold Any girl is good to go  
with these glamorous gold accessories. 

Cuff: Layer a strip of glitter fabric with basic  
fabric and coordinating trim. Finish with a 

flower-shaped button and a simple  
snap closure. 

Purse: Fold glitter fabric in half 
with wrong sides together. Stitch 
up the sides, turn right side out, 

and embellish as desired. 

   head of roses You can wear 
fabulous flowers from ear to ear. Just cut a series 
of circles from glitter fabric (no need to be precise). 
Then, carefully curl the edges with a lighter. Punch 
hole through the centers, stack on coordinating 
brads, and glue to a simple headband. 

«
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Do not allow chilDren to complete projects alone. aDult supervision requireD.

posh pouch Your tablet tags along wherever you go, so let it travel 
trendily! You’ll need approximately three fabric squares for this hip giraffe-print pouch. 

1. Measure your device on all sides, adding approximately an inch to accommodate 
width and seam allowance. Cut two panels of fabric accordingly. 

2. Cut a piece for the flap closure—it should be as wide as the short side of your 
panels. Stitch the flap to the short side of one panel with right sides together. 

3. If desired, add a strap to the right side of the fabric. Stitch the ends of the strap to 
the flap, just above the seam line on each side of the pouch. 

4. Pin panels with right sides together, leaving the flap end open.

5. Stitch panels together and turn right side out.


